We’re here to accelerate a cure

Moving forward on all three fronts...

Our key areas of focus mean we’re the only charity to help everyone affected by brain tumours.

SUPPORT
From helping people with a brain tumour to supporting their friends and families – we’re here to help anyone whose life is affected.

CAMPAIGNING
We campaign for urgently needed policy change, organise resource and knowledge sharing across the world and work tirelessly to accelerate progress towards a cure. We rally people behind our cause.

RESEARCH
We provide essential funding to pioneering researchers, and connect people, resources and ideas to the areas where they’re needed most.

Join our movement!
We urgently need your support to help move our work forward.

We invest in research to take us closer to a cure every day – and with your help we’ll get there faster.

So join our movement. Bake a cake. Take a hike. Run a mile... run a marathon. Whatever you do, whether you donate, fundraise, campaign or volunteer, please get involved. A cure can’t wait.

Why not start now, by sharing the poster on the reverse on social media. Find us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter and use #ACureCan’tWait

The more awareness we raise, the more lives we save.

We're here to get in touch

The Brain Tumour Charity

102k
people in the UK are living with a brain tumour

6.5
weeks
Average childhood diagnosis time down from 13 to 6.5 weeks since introducing our HeadSmart campaign

£36m
Funds committed to research into brain tumours

Brain tumours have a devastating impact on people’s lives. They can strike anyone, at any age. And they strike fast. But what if we could move faster? What if we could be the generation that stopped them – right in their tracks?

As the world’s leading brain tumour charity, that’s exactly what we’re here to achieve. We’re dedicated to accelerating progress in how brain tumours are diagnosed, cared for, treated and ultimately cured. And we won’t stop until they are.
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WE'RE HELPING TO FIND A CURE FASTER

Find out how: thebraintumourcharity.org